Control Head Position During Scanning
Lack of Head Position Control
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Imagine Downsampling and Registration
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Open

Look in: Local Disk (C:)

- 9dd37bb104adf38153a0b58ed998
- Bin
- dell
- Documents and Settings
- Dolphin
- HP LJ1320 PCL6 Driver
- ImaginePipelines
- Program Files
- Program Files (x86)
- WINDOWS

File name:


Open  Cancel
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Wizard for loading a greyscale image

Image Summary:

File name: E:/Joao/Patient_Y/CBTCInitial.gipl

Dimensions: 320 320 260
Orientation: RAI

Spacing: 0.50 0.50 0.50
Origin: 0.00 0.00 -130.05

Data type: short
Byte order: Big Endian

Additional Information:

Size in KB: 52000
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Wizard for loading a greyscale image

Select a greyscale image to load:

Image file name: 

Image file format: 

- OIPL File 

[Buttons: Browse..., History, Select, Cancel]
After Registration
After Registration